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Abstract: Safety-II is a recently theorized approach, considering safety as the ability of a system
to reach a positive outcome under variable conditions: analyzing “what goes right” can help to
understand the dynamics of the analyzed system and improve its inherent safety level. On the
contrary, a more traditional perspective, defined as Safety-I, aims at analyzing “what goes wrong”,
thereby relating the safety level of a system to the number of adverse events that occurred. This study
explores the potentialities of integrating these two approaches in near-miss management. Through
a Safety-I approach, near-miss events are analyzed to identify the root causes generating the event
chain, in order to delete them and prevent future accidents. Applying a Safety-II approach, the
analysis can include elements that contributed to limiting the consequences and blocking the event
chain, revealing the resilience level of the systems. This study presents a critical analysis of the
two approaches and proposes a practical framework to integrate them into near-miss management
systems. A test case shows the potential benefits of this integration. This work provides a tool to
support the implementation of Safety-II on the operative level while suggesting a new perspective
for near-miss management.

Keywords: Safety-I; Safety-II; near miss; near miss management system; design

1. Introduction

Safety science is a dynamic research area, which can be included in the social sustain-
ability dimension of a company, where several theoretical debates have enriched the vision
and concept of safety over the decades [1]. One recent debate is about two different perspec-
tives on how to analyze and develop effective tools to prevent accidents at workplaces: the
so-called Safety-I and Safety-II. In detail, according to this new perspective, Safety-I defines
safety as the ability of a system to avoid adverse events by reducing/eliminating accident
root causes. On the opposite side, Safety-II adopts a broader perspective, considering safety
as the ability to reach a positive outcome over a variable context [2,3]. The literature about
the critical analysis of Safety-I and Safety-II approaches is very recent and mostly theoretical.
While some authors analyzed how the two approaches differently affect the whole safety
management process [1,4,5], other authors outlined their potentialities as complementary
perspectives that can help to focus on different aspects of safety without necessarily con-
flicting [6–9]. Most of these works focused on Safety-II theoretical basis; few researchers
proposed practical cases for implementing this perspective in everyday practice: a lack
of specific methods and tools to support specifically Safety-II has been highlighted [7,8].
However, it has to be noted that current tools and methods—already adopted in other
approaches—could also be adopted to support this new approach, in a more effective
way by increasing the overall efficiency of the system [10]. Based on this consideration,
this work aims to explore the potentiality of integrating Safety-II approaches in designing
Near Miss Management Systems (NMSs) aiming to improve their global efficacy. Near
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misses currently represent an interesting test field for evaluating how traditional and new
approaches in safety management could be integrated to enhance the overall efficacy of the
system. According to traditional approaches, near-miss events are defined as unexpected
events in the workplace that could have turned into accidents that may have harmed the
workers, but, due to a combination of events, they are characterized by no (or reduced)
gravity [11–13]. Thus, the main difference between a near miss and an accident/injury
is the outcome, while they share the same root causes. For this reason, the analysis of
near-miss events is often intended as an extension of accident analysis, aiming at analyzing
the root causes that have led to the event in order to prevent them [14]. If the analysis is
carried out in light of the Safety-II approach, the focus is not specifically on root causes
but it is on elements (i.e., human-based, automatic, etc.) that have contributed to blocking
the event chain as well as to eliminate (or reduce drastically) its consequences. Thus, the
aim of this work is to look at near-miss management through the lenses of Safety-II and
understand if NMSs can be adapted to include the main strengths of this approach, with
benefits for the safety of the company. To do so, a framework for the integration of the
two safety approaches in NMSs is presented, and a test case shows its potential to improve
the analysis and management of near-miss events. Results contribute to research in two
directions: (i) providing a practical tool to implement the Safety-II perspective in working
environments and (ii) supporting the improvement of the near-miss management process.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, a quick critical analysis of the most important
topics in safety-I and II is proposed, and the potential integration of the two perspectives in
near miss management is discussed, while Section 3 presents a framework to support the
integration of Safety-II in NMSs. A test case is proposed in Section 4 to validate the approach
presented, while discussion and conclusions are shown in Sections 5 and 6 respectively.

2. Safety-I and Safety-II as Complementary Approaches

The concept of Safety-II has been first elaborated on and presented by Hollnagel [3],
who described the main features and peculiarities and proposed a first comparison analysis
with a traditional approach, which he defined as Safety-I. In this section, a quick description
of both approaches aims at outlining their relevant features that will be used in the next
activity, i.e., evaluating how Safety-II could increase the efficacy of current near-miss
management systems. It has to be noted that this analysis aims to outline the main strategic
differences between the two approaches rather than proposing a complete definition of
how they work. In addition, as the two concepts have been recently introduced, some
evaluations are derived directly from authors that have proposed these definitions, as
several elements still represent open issues.

2.1. The Pillars of Safety-I

According to Hollnagel’s proposal, systems in a traditional Safety-I perspective are
usually represented as bimodal, meaning that in their functional state outcomes are positive,
while if something goes wrong, the action or process ends up in an adverse event [3,8]. It
has to be noted that complex models are also used in this approach in order to overcome
this limitation, but the author proposes a simplification constructed for comparison rather
than for a single analysis. The definition of the safety of a system is mainly based on
the number of adverse events that occurred, and consequently the actual safety level of a
system is inversely proportional to the number of negative outcomes. This is underlined as
a limitation by Hollnagel [2], who argues that this approach gives “something to measure
when safety is absent, but paradoxically nothing to measure when safety is present”. As
a consequence, the main target in a Safety-I perspective is to prevent negative outcomes
and to try to identify root causes, i.e., “what goes wrong and why” for each negative
outcome; thus, the main effort focuses on preventing one or more root causes that could
be identified with a certain level of confidence, as systems can be decomposable and
causality relationships can be defined within their basic elements. Based on this logic,
Hollnagel et al. [3] describe the Safety-I management principle as mainly based on a
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“reactive” approach, where dynamic conditions with respect to the risk assessment process
are evaluated as a non-conformity. This is also a simplification useful for comparison
analysis, as recent studies have outlined new trends oriented towards a more proactive
approach in safety management [15]. In this context, the human factor is often seen as a
possible source of errors and malfunctioning, due to its unpredictability, while the distance
between the “work-as-imagined” (WAI) and the “work-as-done” (WAD) is considered a
measure of how well a system is performing [8]. Traditionally, WAI represents the way
things should be carried out in order to avoid malfunctioning; detailed procedures or
methods are studied and provided to optimize performance by a standard procedure,
where risks are easily managed. WAD represents the way things are actually carried out,
and it should be as close as possible to WAI in order to maximize the performance of the
system [5]. Therefore, variability is seen as a criticality that needs to be controlled and
reduced as much as possible in order to ensure the safety of a process [4].

2.2. The Pillars of Safety-II

Hollnagel observed that linear accident models, usually adopted in Safety-I, can
effectively apply to work environments typical of static industrial systems, e.g., industry
models of the 20th century, where technology and organizational models were less complex
-; however, current systems are characterized by higher technological and organizational
complexity, which are hard to represent through linear models. In this case, non-linear
models for accident analysis, where outcomes are emergent rather than resultant, could
represent a more effective solution [2]. Starting from this point, he defined the Safety-II
approach, where the system’s behavior is not bimodal but rather characterized by an inner
variability that most of the time generates positive outcomes, while sometimes resulting in
a failure. This issue introduces a new perspective from which to analyze adverse events.
The definition of an “intractable system” is also introduced: it outlines a system whose
principles of functioning are not completely known [4]. On one side, this also challenges
the traditional simple causality paradigm that usually identifies malfunctioning as the only
starting point of every chain accident. On the other side, bad outcomes in Safety-II are
considered as the unexpected product of a combination of variables (which can be identified
by conditions, states, and events), expressing the system’s performance variability [4], and
outcomes are considered “emergent rather than resultant” [2]. Another difference with
Safety-I is the role of WAI and WAD. If WAI derives from the knowledge of the working
mechanisms of a system and its components in a standard situation, this can only apply
to simple and well-known systems, while it can be challenging to define WAI in a reliable
way in most real-life systems, which are often complex or intractable. In these cases, WAD
is inevitably influenced by the inner performance variability of the system, reflecting the
necessary adjustments that most times produce a positive outcome. Therefore, the analysis of
WAD can play a crucial role, giving an insight into how things work in the system and why [5].
Moreover, the human factor is not only seen as a source of variability causing bad outcomes
but also as an active resource for its flexibility and adaptation capacity and for preventing bad
outcomes. In this perspective, safety is defined as the system’s ability to perform well, under
varying conditions, and can be achieved by adopting the necessary adjustments in a dynamic
way, through a more “proactive” approach. Therefore, a higher system safety corresponds to
a higher number of positive outcomes. This idea is also in line with resilience engineering
approaches that have contributed to the development of this strategy. This new perspective
focuses on how things go right in a system, rather than how they go wrong, requiring a deeper
understanding of everyday activities and their actual dynamics.

A quick comparison between the two approaches based on current recent studies is
synthesized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Comparison of main features of Safety-I and Safety-II approaches, elaborated from [3,8].

Concepts Safety-I Safety-II

Safety Definition
“As few things as possible go wrong”:
safety level is inversely proportional to

the number of adverse events

“As many things as possible go right”: safety level
is proportional to the number of positive outcomes

Main Focus Analysis of bad outcomes and causes Analysis of all outcomes (including good ones)
and causes

Safety management principle Reactive: respond to accidents or risks Proactive: trying to anticipate events

System behavior Bimodal (good or bad outcome) Performance variability that generates good or
(sometimes) bad outcomes

Mechanism of bad outcomes
Causality (one or more causes for failure

can be identified, they could be
connected by complex models)

Emergence (failure and success are the resultants
of different interacting factors that may not be

easily explained)

Human factor Possible source of liability Source of flexibility and adaptability

2.3. State of the Art about the Adoption of Safety-II

Several criticalities for the implementation of Safety-II in the industry have been
outlined in the scientific literature. Farooqi et al. [7] and Martins et al. [8] outlined that,
currently, knowledge about Safety-II is still at an early stage as studies focused on a
theoretical level since there is a lack of structured approaches and tools to implement this
vision at an operational level, while Provan et al. [16] underline the need to rethink the
role of safety professionals for supporting and implementing Safety-II. One of the few
structured tools based on Safety-II currently applied in industry is the FRAM (Functional
Resonance Analysis Method), based on the concept of emergence previously described,
as opposed to the classic root cause analysis. This method investigates the dynamics of a
complex system, which can lead to positive or negative outcomes [17]. The most relevant
criticality outlined for this method is the high operational effort required for application [7].
The need for Safety-II-specific models and tools is also outlined in the literature: a possible
path is identified in the study and some Safety-I tools, which are already known and
widely used in the industry, are adapted to include Safety-II pillars and combine the
advantages of both perspectives, considering their complementarity [8,9,18,19]. Only a
few works in the literature analyzed the potentialities of effectively integrating the two
safety perspectives in everyday practice. Martins et al. [8] proposed a framework based
on the evaluation of the gap between WAI and WAD, tested on a construction site; [9]
explored the correlation between Safety-I and Safety-II in the maritime industry, proposing
some guidelines to enhance this integration. Thus, this study tried to follow this issue
by analyzing the near-miss management process also through a Safety-II perspective to
understand how the analysis of near-miss events can concur to enhance both Safety-I and
the Safety-II cultures, and, finally, to improve the overall safety level of a company from
a strategic point of view. Furthermore, an effective integration of the two approaches
could enhance their performance [7,18]. As an example, in complex or intractable systems,
integrating Safety-II in the overall safety strategy could allow to obtain more resilience and
robustness in the system [20]. On the other side, root cause analysis could also increase the
reliability of the Safety-II approach, outlining non-conformities in a dynamic environment.
Ham [5] suggested that current and traditional safety methods should be reviewed to be
adapted and improved according to Safety-II principles. Homann et al. [21] underlined
the focus on how to empower the human factor in promoting safety in the workplace.
The role of workers is certainly crucial from a Safety-II perspective, as well as in new
emerging organizational models, and companies should dedicate more time to building a
collaborative and empowering work environment [21]. It has to be noted that this element
is also crucial in the Safety-I approach, where e.g., root cause analysis is mainly based on
human reliability.
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This analysis shows that a gap exists in the literature on how to implement and
manage a Safety-II approach in working environments. Findings suggest that to support
the integration of the two approaches novel or adapted operating tools are needed, together
with a proper training of safety professionals.

2.4. State of the Art about the Integration of the Safety-II Perspective in Near Miss Analysis:

The main aim of this study is to evaluate the potential contribution of the Safety-II
approach in increasing the overall efficacy of near-miss management systems (NMSs). The
analysis of near-miss events to support safety management has been spreading in the last
decades from some pioneer sectors (such as nuclear and chemical industries) to several
others (i.e., construction and manufacturing), and the adoption of NMSs from companies
has been growing in the last years [22]. As previously specified, a near miss is usually
defined as an occurred event (or unsafe act or condition) that had the potential to become
an accident, but due to several factors, did not cause any harm. These events are also
referred to as accident precursors [14], as they share with accidents their origin; this latter
is usually identified with the root cause in a Safety-I approach, or, for example, with the
concurring factors and conditions that led to the emergence of the outcome in a Safety-II
view, but in the end, the nature of a near miss is identified as positive (meaning that the
event eventually leads to an outcome with no serious damage). From a traditional point
of view, outlining near-miss root causes could enhance accident prevention: usually, the
focus is on what went wrong and how to prevent its occurrence in the future: this is in line
with a Safety-I perspective. Furthermore, it has to be noted that evaluating the dynamics of
such an event could also allow outlining the barriers/systems/factors that have avoided
consequences, thus supporting a “favorable” outcome, which is more in line with a Safety-II
approach. Thus, the potentiality of improving NMSs performance by adopting this new
perspective can be outlined. However, in practice, a few attempts can be highlighted in the
scientific literature that try to expand the typical way of designing NMSs, i.e., based only on
the Safety-I approach. Few works have already investigated how the process of near-miss
management can relate to different safety concepts and paradigms. Gnoni and Saleh [14]
explored the connections between NMSs and safety principles adopted in risk management,
i.e., the fail-safe principle, safety margin, the un-graduated response, defense-in-depth,
and observability-in-depth, suggesting that near miss events can be assessed starting from
the analysis of the violations of such principles, thus evaluating possible solutions on this
analysis. Connections between NMSs and the principles of High-Reliability Organizations
(HRO) were also proposed [23]. HROs are defined as organizations that aim at ensuring
safety in highly complex environments embracing two main approaches: prevention and
resilience [24]. In particular, they rely on organizational redundancy and the ability to
adopt decentralized control in crisis management [1]. HRO strategy seems to be aligned
with both pillars of Safety-I (e.g., prevention based on incident analysis and consequent
safety measures) and Safety-II (e.g., the resilience of the system as a main tool to ensure
good outcomes). This is an interesting starting point, not fully explored yet. Few other
works have referred to the possibility of looking at near-miss events through the lenses of
Safety-II or based informally on its main pillars. Recently Thoroman et al. [25] proposed
the adoption of a system thinking approach—which is mainly based on the concept of
emergence in line with Safety-II—for analyzing accidents as well as positive outcomes that
result from the interaction of different factors. Applying this approach to incident analysis
in aviation, the authors identify a network of contributing factors and protecting factors in
accident analysis, according to the principle of emergence – typical of Safety-II and described
in the previous section. Authors argued that this same dynamic can be applied to near-miss
events since they share many properties of accidents: this defines near-miss as a system
phenomenon. The authors underlined that near-miss analysis was currently mainly based
on causation models, focusing more on accident risks and less on analyzing factors that have
contributed to preventing/blocking the event escalation towards an actual accident.
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Moreover, Thoroman et al. [26] underlined that near misses can also provide informa-
tion about the system’s resilience, as the absence of consequences could be interpreted as
an error-recovery factor; this issue is often neglected in NMSs. Authors highlighted that
currently NMSs are not structured to support a full understanding of emergence in accident
causation, thus identifying a gap between research and practice in near-miss analysis. Aim-
ing to fill this gap, a few studies focus on how to include the analysis of protective factors
in near-miss reporting systems: Thoroman et al. [27] discussed a near-miss reporting form
developed for a specific activity—i.e., the led outdoor activity domain—which included
a focus on accident prevention and protective factors. In another study, Thoroman and
Salmon [28] explicitly referred to the Safety-II perspective when proposing a model based
on the AcciMap and Network Analysis methods to assess the impact of protective factors in
near miss analysis, while Thoroman et al. [29] applied the same AcciMap method to analyze
near misses from the aviation sector, showing the potential of a protective factors analysis
in understanding the dynamics that prevent a near miss from becoming an accident. This
quick review outlines the high potentiality of applying the Safety-II approach for improving
NMSs efficacy; however, practical guidelines are still lacking. A proposal is described in
the next section.

3. A Framework Proposal for Integrating Safety-II in the Process of Near
Miss Management

Considering the background described so far on safety approaches and near miss
analysis, and given the lack of operative tools highlighted in literature for the implemen-
tation of a Safety-II approach, the aim of this work is to define a possible framework and
practical guidelines to incorporate a Safety-II perspective in analyzing near miss events
and designing more effective NMSs.

3.1. Near Miss Events Pillars Based on Safety-I and Safety-II Perspectives

The first step is to acknowledge that near-miss events can not only be analyzed as a
source of knowledge for eliminating causes that could lead to an accident, which is usually
the main objective of NMSs in line with traditional Safety-I perspective, but they can also be
considered as events characterized by a positive outcome, outlining also the resilience level
of the system that allowed to manage its performance variability. While in a traditional
approach, near-miss events are accident precursors, where failures have caused a deviation
from the normal conditions (or as described before, a deviation from “work-as-imagined”);
from a Safety-II perspective, these events are the “natural” result of emergence dynamics
mainly due to the intrinsic system variability; they also outline how the system is resilient,
leading to a positive result. This change of mindset entails some consequences on the
operative level of NMSs: analyzing near-miss events could integrate the assessment of
potential causes of failures with the assessment of such factors and/or behaviors that have
contributed to a positive outcome (i.e., consequence prevention). For example, the influence
of human factors in a near-miss context should be considered not only as a potential source
of errors that could lead to accidents, as it usually happens in Safety-I, but also as a possible
means for preventing the higher gravity of such events, thus enhancing the resilience of
the overall system [3]. On the operative level, this implies enlarging the horizon of the
whole analysis process (and probably new model adoption). Together with the focus on
preventing the occurrence of future similar events (but also accidents), the attention should
be also focused on understanding how to support and foster the overall system resilience,
aiming at improving the reactiveness of the system in analysis.

Thus, based on these considerations, a basic strategic schema is proposed in Figure 1,
outlining how near-miss events can be considered and analyzed in an integrated perspective
that includes both Safety-I and Safety-II principles.
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Figure 1. Near miss event management pillars in the light of an integrated Safety-I and Safety-II
perspective.

3.2. Designing NMSs by Integrating Safety-I and Safety-II Perspectives: A Framework Proposal

Although near-miss management is a process fairly diffused in several sectors, a
standard framework for the implementation of NMSs has not been defined yet. However,
literature provides a summary of the following main activities that are usually implemented
in NMSs [14,22]:

• Near miss definition. A traditional classification considers a near miss as an event that
could have turned into a real accident with harm to people and the environment
but did not. A more proactive approach includes also unsafe acts or conditions that
generate potentially hazardous situations. Therefore, this first phase is necessary to
identify which events the company endeavors to report and analyze as near misses.

• Identification and reporting. In this phase, a near miss is identified and relevant data are
collected for reporting, considering all the features that can be relevant for the analysis.
The roles and procedures of this process should be clearly defined before implementation.

• Assessment. Based on the information collected in the previous step, the analysis of
near-miss events should include a prioritization phase, to define which events are more
critical and need to be further analyzed, and a causal analysis, to identify potential
causes, determinants, and protective factors that contributed to the outcome.

• Solution identification. This step should include the identification of appropriate mea-
sures to prevent those events from happening again in the future.

• Dissemination and follow-up. Finally, dissemination activities are functional to inform
workers and managers about the results of the analysis, and follow-up activities are
needed to verify the implementation and effectiveness of the solution identified.

Currently, NMSs are usually adopted under a traditional Safety-I approach. However,
based on the concepts previously discussed, it can be updated to embed also a Safety-II
perspective, thus integrating the two complementary visions of safety for improving its
global effectiveness. The framework proposal is depicted in Figure 2, where on the left
side, main processes characterizing NMSs are summarized, and on the right side, the
activities required for integrating Safety-I and Safety-II approaches are reported. In practice,
a redesign activity is essential, as the introduction of Safety-II can have an impact on all
phases of NMSs, thus enlarging the object and the focus of the whole near-miss analysis, as
reported in the previous section.
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Starting from the definition, a company may decide to collect and study different types
of near misses, not only according to the relevance of the specific event but also considering
which kind of information can be extracted from the analysis of that event. A company
interested in understanding the dynamics of a system and the factors enabling its resilience
may decide to extend the analysis to some types of events that from a Safety-I perspective,
could be negligible. Similarly, in the identification and reporting phase, the selection of
events to report should reflect this need, and the description of the event should not only
include possible causes and contributing factors but also focus on the positive effect that
protective factors have generated in the chain of events that led to the outcome observed.
As an example, the human factor is often considered in Safety-I as a potential source of
errors and investigated as such (e.g., incorrect use of personal protective equipment, an
anomaly in the procedure followed, etc.), while the Safety-II approach acknowledges that
human intervention can enhance resilience through timely and effective interventions that
often avoid bad outcomes (e.g., early identification of a risk by a worker, activation of
safety procedures, etc.). Such a comprehensive description of the near miss is necessary to
allow an effective assessment: based on the data collected, prioritization can be based not
only on the criticality of the event (related to the entity of the potential damage avoided)
but also on the potential of that event of revealing something new about the dynamics
of the system analyzed. Moreover, the traditional causal analysis focused on identifying
the root causes of accidents (i.e., learning from what went wrong) must be extended to
understand the dynamics of emergence that led to the observed outcome, with a specific
focus on protective factors that fostered the system resilience (i.e., learning from what went
right). Consequently, while in a traditional near-miss management process, the solution
identification phase usually aims at elaborating measures to prevent future accidents,
through intervention on the root causes identified, in a Safety-II approach this phase should
also include a focus on how to foster the system resilience, based on the results of the
assessment. Therefore, dissemination and follow-up should monitor the effectiveness of
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the measures implemented, and spread the main information derived from the whole
process on “what went right” and “what went wrong”.

Based on these considerations, Figure 3 shows more in detail the main factors that
should be evaluated in the phases of reporting, assessment, and solution identification
of a near miss, proposing a practical guideline for reporting and analyzing such events
integrating Safety-I and Safety-II principles. In detail, the event description in the identi-
fication and reporting phase should include all the elements related to the origin of the
event, focusing on the concurring factors that led to it, but also on the protective factors that
prevented the event from escalating into an accident or from generating severe damage.
Next, information on how the system responded and the final consequences can allow
us to understand both what went wrong and what went right, thus helping to define the
actual criticality of the event, shedding light on the resilience capacity, and helping the
analyst identify the strengths and weaknesses of the system. As a consequence, the analysis
performed in the assessment phase should be focused on identifying both the root causes
and the more or less complex emergence dynamics that led to the registered outcome. All
these data are needed to elaborate a solution that should reach a dual target: on one side,
ensuring that incidents with similar causes do not happen in the future, thus completely in
line with the Safety-I approach (i.e., preventive measures); on the other side, supporting
and enhancing the resilience of the system and the identified protective factors, which will
help to contain escalation and damage in case of future anomalies (i.e., resilience measures).
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4. A Test Case

In order to evaluate the potentiality of integrating Safety-I and II approaches for near-
miss analysis, the framework proposed has been applied in a test case based on near-miss
data freely available in an open access and standardized way, i.e., the eMARS database
(electronic Major Accident Reporting System). The eMARS contains reports of chemical
accidents and near misses provided to the Major Accident Hazards Bureau of the European
Commission’s Joint Research Center from the EU and other countries outside of the EU.
Two near-miss events—one which occurred during chemical installations and the other in
an LNG storage and distribution plant—reported in the database in 2019 have been used
for test case development. Their brief description is reported as follows. It has to be noted
that the aim of this section is not to determine the causes of the events, which have already
been analyzed and extracted from the database, but to show how the management of near
misses can change (and possibly improve) by integrating the two safety perspectives.

The first event (EVENT 1) consists of a release of a toxic chemical product (HF, hydro-
gen fluoride) caused by a power failure at a hydrofluoric acid plant. The power failure was
due to a hardware error in a remote-control system, which caused a subsequent failure of
the control visualization systems. Next, a manual plant shutdown occurred. As a conse-
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quence, an increased pressure of the hydrogen fluoride caused an unexpected release of
this substance in the production hall. Contextually, a failure in the uninterruptible power
supply system (UPS) caused a delay in the emergency power supply, and the manual
switch for the emergency coolant supply failed, as well as the emergency scrubber for gas
absorption. Therefore, this was condensed using a deluge system inside the production
building. Material damages occurred both from the HF release and the use of the deluge
system. The analysis of this event led to the identification of a solution to prevent similar
future events, which includes a systematic inspection and improvement of electrical, auxil-
iary, emergency, and uninterruptible power supply systems, as well as the optimization of
maintenance plans and fire-fighting water supply.

The second event (EVENT 2) consists of a release of hydrogen from a pipe, which
caused a subsequent fire on a discharge line of a hydrogen compressor in an LNG installa-
tion: in detail, the ignition occurred at the exit of the line that had been rendered inert. The
release was caused by a leak from a fitting. The flame was extinguished by shutting down
the installation, i.e., the hydrogen (H2) supply. Next, the discharge pipe was monitored by
infrared thermometers and the pipe was cooled for a short period with water. No damage
to property occurred, as the relief pipe was installed in accordance with internal standards.
As a result of the near-miss analysis, some prevention measures have been elaborated: the
optimization of the way in which relief pipes are rendered inert, the replacement of all
valves and review of the inspection period, and the expansion of the regeneration process
to include leak-tightness testing.

The eMARS report form includes different sections: the accident profile (with the
nature of the event, the date of occurrence, and the industrial activity involved); the accident
report (with the description of the event and the indication of eventual effects occurred,
including releases in the environment); the site and installation description; the substances
eventually involved; the main causes identified; the consequences reported; the emergency
response carried out; and the lessons learned from the event. This scheme reflects the cause-
effect relationship on which the Safety-I approach is based, and does not give the possibility
to include Safety-II elements to better understand the dynamics of the system involved.

4.1. Analysis of EVENT 1

Considering the information reported in the database on EVENT 1, the framework
proposed to integrate Safety-I and Safety-II principles has been applied. The root cause
identified and reported is a power failure caused by a hardware error in a remote-control
system. However, the details in the accident report section show that the final outcome
of the event and the entity of the damage registered are the result of multiple failures
in the system and multiple responses generated to address them (e.g., failure of UPS
required a manual transfer of consumers to the emergency power supply). Therefore, the
dynamics of the event can be better understood by considering the principle of emergence
(Safety-II) and analyzing the interaction of contributing and protective factors that reflect
the variability of system performance. In particular, the protective factors were identified
that allowed to block the escalation of the accident (manual shutdown) and to contain
the consequences (timely intervention of fire-fighting service). Consequently, the phase
of solution identification should be focused not only on preventing similar events from
happening again but also on promoting the resilience of the system that allowed to block the
escalation and contain the damage. In this case, resilience can be identified in the capacity
to respond to the multiple contributing factors (failures) that succeeded in the process,
resulting in prompt interventions and emergency procedures being launched successfully.
The solution identified included preventive measures aiming at ensuring the continuity of
the power supply, and the optimization of the fire-fighting water supply, which can help
enhance the system’s resilience. Possible further integration of this solution, according to
Safety-II, could involve the strengthening and improvement of workers’ training related to
emergency procedures and management.
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4.2. Analysis of EVENT 2

The analysis of the second event is apparently more straightforward since one single
root cause has been identified (the leaky fitting) and no other concurring or protective
factors have been highlighted in the report. However, if a Safety-II approach has to be
implemented, a deeper analysis should give more insights into the motivations behind the
root cause identified: the leaky fitting of a valve could be related to technical factors (e.g.,
wrong treatment or inadequate maintenance plan), organizational factors (e.g., delayed
inspection) or other determinants, and their eventual interactions. Considering the protec-
tive factors, the main action blocking the escalation of the event was the line shutdown, but
another important detail emerging from the report is that the correct installation of the valve
according to standards has allowed us to contain the consequences, resulting in a situation
without property damage. This can be seen as proof of system resilience and valorized
in the follow-up phase through a further revision of emergency responses. However, the
current analysis performed and registered in the eMARS database did not include any
measure aiming at improving resilience, but only actions for preventing similar accidents,
and consequently the report states that it is expected that the event will not happen again.
However, a Safety-II approach should include some considerations of system resilience
and how to improve it.

Table 2 summarizes the analysis of the two events.

Table 2. Analysis of the two near-miss events according to Safety-I and Safety-II principles.

Event 1 Event 2

Reporting and
assessment

Root cause Power failure caused by a hardware error
in a remote-control system Leaky fitting

Emergence dynamic

More factors concurred with the outcome
(failure of UPS, failure of manual

switches for the emergency coolant
supply, failure of emergency scrubber).

Resilience: responses to these events that
allowed to contain the damage

Need to explore motivations behind
leaking (e.g., wrong maintenance plan,

treatment of valve, . . . )

Protective factor
blocking escalation

Emergency procedures
(manual shutdown) Emergency procedures (line shutdown)

Protective factor
reducing consequences

Emergency procedures
(firefighting service)

The relief pipe was installed in
accordance with internal standards

(reducing damages)

System response

Condensing of vapors inside the
building, supported by monitors and fire

service water curtains from outside.
Repair and maintenance shutdown

Installation shut down, discharge pipe
monitored, pipe cooled with water

Consequences Material damage No damage to property

Solution
identification

Measures focused on
prevention

Systematic inspection and improvement
of electrical, auxiliary, emergency, and
uninterruptible power supply systems,

optimization of maintenance plans.

Optimization of the manner in which
relief pipes are rendered inert and

replacement of all valves;
Adaptation of the inspection period of

the valves and regeneration process
expanded to include

leak-tightness testing.

Measures focused on
enhancing resilience

Optimization of fire-fighting
water supply.

Considering the prevention measures,
it is expected that such an event will

not happen again.

Further possible
measures

Focused on enhancing
resilience

Improvement of workers’ training for
emergency procedures and management

Revision and improvement of
emergency procedures
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5. Discussion

Recently, new strategies for safety management are arising due also to the increased
complexity of industrial and social systems. A promising one is Safety-II, where safety is
considered as the ability to succeed under varying conditions, which has overturned the
traditional perspective of Safety-I, where safety is mainly defined as an absence of negative
events. This new perspective could represent a starting point to update tools, methods, and
procedures applied for several years. One example is the adoption of NMSs, which have been
applied by companies in several sectors to increase the efficiency of prevention activities.

The following observations can be outlined from the previous analyses:

• Safety-I and Safety-II cannot be considered the only competitive approaches for de-
signing NMSs: they represent two different but complementary perspectives that if
well integrated, could increase the overall efficacy of the system by contributing to
the prevention of accidents in the workplace. Both the theoretical approach proposed
in this study and the test case have confirmed this idea. This is also true in a more
general application, not specifically focused on NMSs as defined by Leveson [30],
who introduced the concept of Safety-III, where the two perspectives efficiently co-
exist. As clearly defined by the author, the goal is “to eliminate, mitigate, or control
hazards, which are the states that can lead to unacceptable losses”. This issue is also
confirmed by the HRO theory, where prevention activities—which are mainly based
on Safety-I—need to be completed by a resilient approach typical of Safety-II.

• Literature shows that an effort should be made to define operative tools that could
allow an effective integration of Safety-II in working environments. This is currently
recognized as a gap in Safety-II research. Moreover, some researchers suggest that
instruments traditionally adopted in Safety-I (as are NMSs) could be revised to include
a Safety-II perspective, Thus, integrating Safety-II in NMSs can represent a new
way of approaching all steps of near-miss management. Basically, a more “positive”
perspective needs to be applied, starting from near-miss definitions to the approach
adopted for analyzing the dynamics of the event, and, finally, to the way the acquired
knowledge about critical factors is communicated to workers.

• The test case based on public data regarding major installation has shown some inter-
esting results. At first, it has to be noted that some issues typical of Safety-II could be
already outlined in near-miss analysis, even if they are not formalized and defined
in a structured approach. Thus, the study helps to overcome this limit by proposing
guidelines for effective integration. Results can help practitioners (companies and in
particular safety managers and operators) to structure the near miss management pro-
cess considering an integrated approach based on Safety-II principles, recommending
which type of data should be collected and analyzed for each event, which factors
should be included in the analysis phase, and suggesting the inclusion of resilience-
oriented actions in the solution identification phase. However, some criticalities are
still present, which are mainly due to a lack of operative tools that enable applying
Safety-II in a real-world environment. One example is indicators that allow us to
monitor the efficacy of the Safety-II strategy. This issue focused on NMSs could be a
further development of this study.

Another limitation has to be highlighted. The test case presented is based on open-
access data on events collected from different companies; therefore, the level of detail is
limited by the type of information available. In order to assess the validity and efficacy of
the framework proposed, it would be useful to perform a case study testing the tool in the
working environment of a company, supporting the staff with the implementation of the
new approach for near-miss management, and collecting feedback on the field.

6. Conclusions

Promoting safety in the workplace is crucial to enhance the social sustainability of a
company. The paper proposes a critical analysis of how to integrate traditional approaches
to safety analysis—i.e., based on Safety-I theory—with new approaches derived from
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resilience engineering, i.e., Safety-II theory. The analysis is developed for a specific core
process in safety management, a near-miss management system. Differently, from an open
discussion about what is the most effective method to adopt, the paper analyzes how to
integrate and coordinate the two approaches for improving the global effectiveness of
near-miss management systems. On one hand, the aim of the Safety-I approach in the
near-miss analysis is mainly oriented to “delete” causes that have forced the occurrence
of a non-conformity event with no consequences. This approach is basically a reactive
approach that, for several years, has provided interesting results to prevent incidents as
well as injuries. On the other hand, the main target of Safety-II in near-miss analysis is to
emphasize enhancing company employees’ resilience as the ability to monitor things and
handle situations before an accident could occur. Thus, by efficiently integrating the two
approaches, a more effective extraction of knowledge from near-miss analysis is feasible.
This study represents a first attempt to realize this integration, proposing a framework
for reporting and analyzing near-miss events through an integrated Safety-I/Safety-II
approach that is applied to a test case: two events derived from an international structured
database regarding major installations have been analyzed in the light of the two principles.
These preliminary results outline interesting points of improvement in current models to
design and apply near-miss management systems. Further research should be oriented
to test the proposed framework for NMSs implementation in one or more case studies, to
validate the approach and eventually improve it. Moreover, the analysis of other existing
tools for safety management from a Safety-II perspective could be carried out, with the
objective of extending this approach through well-known, adapted instruments.
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